critics and collectors who are interested in art they may not yet grasp instead of product they
can trade amongst themselves.
The same was true at Alexander and Bonin, though that might have been expected from a
group exhibition, one of two that evening. (The fascinating Souls Grown Diaspora, curated
by Sam Gordon for nonprofit Apex Art, was the other.) The rest of the neighbourhood’s
galleries were focused on shows by a single female artist. “That wasn’t even planned!” the
dealer Elise Goldberg exclaimed. “Isn’t that something?”
I think it was the natural order of things in so-called midrange galleries, which develop
careers rather than exploit them. Ironically, though they lack secondary market inventory to
keep them afloat, these galleries take bigger risks than their blue-chip counterparts in
Chelsea, where the art tends to be authoritative, polished and sometimes historic—that is,
decided, less energetic, less open to argument. Where’s the fun? In TriBeCa, which is not a
luxury retail or a corporate ghetto that is antithetical to the pursuit of pleasure or ideas, the
cast-iron architecture allows galleries generous, human-scaled space in which artists can
respond to the temperature of the times and not just the market.

Madeline Hollander, Heads/Tails, installation view at Bortolami,
New York

Images courtesy the artist and Bortolami, New York. Photography by Kristian Laudrup.”
Artworks:

I was quite taken with Heads/Tails, an installation by choreographer Madeline Hollander in
Bortolami’s 55 Walker project space that pitted hundreds of car headlights and taillights
against each other on facing walls of a cave-like room. The lights went on and off, seemingly
at random, but actually were keyed to the algorithmic operation of traffic lights at the corner
and to braking patterns of motorists driving down the street—a choreography native to
urban life and controlled by both robots and human authorities.
Across the street, at James Cohan, Teresa Margolles continued her metaphoric confrontation
with violence on both sides of the border between Mexico and the US. An immense wall of
smoky brown, ceramic tiles made by artisans from a village controlled by drug cartels is a
minimalist memorial— Margolles calls it a shroud — with maximal impact; each tile
represents a murdered victim. And yet it is beautiful. So are the elaborate garments
embroidered with tiny shards of weapons that Margolles retrieved from sites of violence.

Teresa Margolles, detail of El Brillo: One assassination shapes the world (Un asesinato forma el mundo) (2020), garment hand-embroidered in goldwork
bullion style with glass shards from a site where violent acts occurred in Culiacán, Sinaloa, Mexico, 2019, 24K gold thread, bullion, tulle, display form

Issue-oriented art doesn’t always hold water once its moment has passed, unless the objects
at hand offer as much visual and conceptual heft as the emotions they elicit. Margolles has
developed an effective visual language to that end. So has Andrea Bowers, whose exhibition
at Andrew Kreps addressed both the climate changes endangering our planet and the nature
of grassroots activism.

Though she often works in cardboard, for this show Bowers also went in for neon tree
branches from which grow texts by historical eco-feminists whose names should be as
familiar as their male counterparts but are not. She also made a film with Tokata Iron Eyes, a
16-year-old Lakota woman at the forefront of the Dakota Access Pipeline protest since it
started in 2016, in which they visit four sacred sites in South Dakota.
Since Donald Trump’s election to the White House, urgent political, economic and social
issues have overwhelmed the cultural. These shows right the balance by embracing those
issues without the didacticism of most political art. It is real art with a real conscience.
Market muscle felt so yesterday around here, where generational and political shifts that we
all know have been coming are visibly imbuing the industry of self-regard that we call the
art world with an actual sense of purpose. It felt good. I hope it is.
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